HOW TO KEEP
IN CONTACT
We are always open to new collaborations
and exploring other-worldly ideas.
Keep in touch to find out when we’re next in
your corner of the universe!
Head to mammalian.ca to sign up
to our quarterly e-Newsletter.
Email us at hello@mammalian.ca
On the off-chance that one of us isn’t working
from home; you can call our office at

+1 (647) 224 3843
Send all ransom notes to:
Mammalian Diving Reflex
1087 Queen Street West, Suite 410
Toronto, ON M6J 1H3
CANADA
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MESSAGE FROM
THE ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
We’ve pivoted so many times since our
inception back in 1993 that we could rename
the company Mammalian Pivoting Reflex.

The Last Minutes Before Mars, Bochum.
Photo: JU Bochum

It was our big pivot back in 2006 when I published my book Social Acupuncture and a month later we premiered Haircuts by Children that produced
a few innovations that have left us well-positioned to weather the nightmare
that is Covid-19.

Photo: NTCH

Our decisive turn to socially-engaged work meant that a lot of our collaborators necessarily had to be sourced afresh in each locale. This included local
performers, producers, designers, and technicians, with us only needing to be
smart enough to keep on working with the brilliant ones, dragging them on the
road with us. This, combined with our many re-engagements by very satisfied
presenters, in addition to our great skill at scooping up and hiring the many
brilliant interns who came to us from universities around the world, meant
that we began to accidentally evolve a new model of creating artistic teams
focused on different regions: the Americas, the UK, Australia, Asia and Europe.
In early 2020, to get away from all the carbon-soaked international flights we
used to take (remember self-inflating life vests?! LOL!! AND THAT WHISTLE!
LMAO!), we were beginning to lay the groundwork for formalizing this model,
devolving more creative control and the responsibility for raising resources
and conceiving of new work, all in the battle against climate change. March
2020 matched this bet we were making on our international collaborators and
raised us one virus, forcing us to fast track our innovative model and get it up
and running immediately.
You Want Pivot? We Got Pivot! tells the story of our 2020, the year when we
were all so isolated, together in our suffering yet still creating great work.
Despite the near knock-out blow Covid-19 delivered to the performing arts,
we managed to keep working all over the world: Canada, the UK, Germany,
Australia, and Japan. As the world starts to reopen and we refocus back on the
climate emergency, we are very well positioned with our local teams to keep
serving up ideal entertainment for the end of the world. So flip the page and
meet a bunch of the great people we’ve been working with around the world
for years, learn about the Digital Divers team we assembled to deal with the
online world, gaze in all-around amazement at our pivot to 360° video and
extended reality, see how the Young Mammals are aging as you feel time fly,
and be completely stunned by the innovations we cracked in order to keep
everyone safe (plexiglass, lots of plexiglass!).
Did someone say “the show must go on?” Yeah. We did.
You Want Pivot? We Got Pivot!
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Darren O’Donnell
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MESSAGE FROM
THE BOARD PRESIDENT
2020 has been a year of new
challenges and overcoming adversity
for Mammalian Diving Reflex.
In 2020, our colleagues were reporting revenues down markedly, with the
looming threat of layoffs. It cannot go without saying that this year was filled
with new challenges for our operations as well. However, I am extremely proud
to say that our organization has been innovating rapidly, working to adapt to
systemic changes brought on by the pandemic.
Our strong international presence has persisted as we toured to four cities
in two countries prior to Covid-19. After Covid-19 had permeated across the
world, we quickly adapted, with the team working remotely for a project in
Frankfurt and Darren directing The Last Minutes Before Mars in Bochum
from 16,000km away, which had its world premiere in autumn.
We successfully received Digital Strategy funding to further explore methods
of digitally delivering socially-engaged art and we also established a Digital
Divers team with the mandate of converting our popular shows into a digital
form, discovering new methods of performance to share with the world.
Our team continues the work to execute our performances in 2021 and
beyond, regardless of the global barriers currently in place. I thank everyone
for their continued support of us and I am extremely excited to continue our
performances, both within the physical and virtual realms.

Anthony Tran

The Last Minutes Before Mars, Bochum
Photo: JU Bochum

A brief introduction: Hi, my name is Anthony Tran and my first encounter
with Mammalian Diving Reflex was through Darren during my time at Parkdale
Public School when Mammalian was the artist-in-residence. After having
Darren as a guest on my podcast, Small Talk, Long Talk with Anthony Tran,
he mentioned that MDR was looking to fill a Board of Directors with different
expertise. Considering Covid-19’s impact on the company’s financials and my
background in corporate accounting, it was a great time to join!
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ARTIST STATEMENT
Ideal entertainment
for the end of the world
Mammalian Diving Reflex seeks to redefine the way the world looks
at itself. We explore the creative potential in the everyday by bringing
ordinary people together in new and unusual ways.

All the Sex I’ve Ever Had, Taipei.
Photo: NTCH

We create moments that obliterate the separation between artists
and audience members and between performance and casual reality,
providing face to face encounters that are desperately needed in this
time of intense polarization.
We look for contradictions to whip up into aesthetically scintillating
performances, trigger understanding, and in turn, develop new ways
of being together. We bridge divides and ignite understanding across
differences. We make the ordinary beautiful.
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All the Sex I’ve Ever Had, Frankfurt.
This performance was adapted for
social-distancing in a purpose-built
theatre at Mousonturm.
Photo: Jörg Baumann

2020 ARTISTIC
VISION & GOALS
Strengthen our understanding of how to create socially-engaged
works in the digital landscape, by:
— Collaborating with Canadian and International socially-engaged
theatre companies to develop a framework for this style of digital
performance.
— Researching and developing new digital projects with local youth.
Develop Everything Has Disappeared, by:
	— Establishing a replicable production model and process through
multiple research and residency opportunities.
— Collaborating with local Filipino community members in a variety
of locales to find the best methods of integrating their stories into
the work.
— Devising methods to blend virtual reality, digital and live sociallyengaged theatrical elements into the performance.
Continue to enact methods of delivering our touring repertoire
in the face of border disruptions, by:
	— Promoting our distributed touring model to international
presenters.
— Developing and implementing unique ways to present our
traditional touring works.
— Strengthening our presence in Canada through local and
inter-provincial touring.
Maintain our international partnerships and networks, by:
— Attending international arts markets and online symposiums.
— Strengthening the agency of our collaborators to find partners for
our work.
— Nurturing our Young Mammals and our international collaborators
with the development of their own projects and ideas.

6

All the Sex I’ve Ever Had, Frankfurt.
This performance was adapted for
social-distancing in a purpose-built
theatre at Mousonturm.
Photo: Jörg Baumann
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THE LAST
MINUTES
BEFORE MARS
The final stages of the creation process
for The Last Minutes Before Mars
took a bit of a left turn.

Our scheduled World Premiere in March at Triennale Milano’s FOG Festival
in collaboration with Zona K was suddenly off the cards during a wave of
lockdowns taking hold throughout Italy.
Fate dealt us a hand in late-Spring and we had an opening to perform at
Schauspielhaus Bochum with Mit Ohne Alles, our German Young Mammals.
The one problem? No one on our team from outside Germany was able to
physically be there. After lots of brainstorming, we became one of very few
Canadian theatre companies to develop, produce, rehearse, and premiere a
new work overseas, in tandem with a local team, during Covid-19.
This unbound-by-physical-space theatre-making was a trial by fire and has
provided us with a replicable model to present many of our works in lots of
different corners of the world.
We’re very grateful to Triennale Milano and Zona K for allowing Schauspielhaus Bochum to present the world premiere, and we promise that we will be
back in Milan to finish what we started!

The Last Minutes Before Mars, Bochum (Development).
Photo: Jana Eiting
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JANA
EITING
Co-Director

I started working with Mammalian in 2011 while interning at
Germany’s Oldenburchisches Staatstheater as part of PAZZ
Festival, during the development of All the Sex I’ve Ever Had.
I was thinking about how to do social work as well as be an artist,
so this was an interesting way to connect both fields.
Co-Directing The Last Minutes Before Mars was a very collaborative process, it’s interesting in that you have to direct two worlds
and bring both the real-life and virtual reality world together. By
collaborating with youth, some who we’ve worked with for eight
years, they know how to tell us when they don’t agree on things.
Through the VR, we were able to bring the audience into the
bedrooms of the young people, the most private place there is.
Looking around the room, meeting their parents, friends and
partners, you get an insight into what they care for and what’s
important to them.
It comes down to the very ordinary things that you miss the most.

The Last Minutes Before Mars, Bochum.
(360° video still)
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KANON
HEWITT
Technical Coordinator

I grew up in Tokyo, Japan and I moved to Vancouver before
establishing my home base in Montreal. I first heard about
Mammalian in 2017 when I co-created a play with my collaborator
Julia, and a group of Vancouver youth. Julia introduced me to
Haircuts by Children, and the process that we used to create our
show drew a lot on the processes that Darren developed.
In The Last Minutes Before Mars, I was the Technical Coordinator.
The audience wear VR headsets throughout various points in the
show. The live set design was rearranged throughout the show, so
that each time the audience took off their VR goggles, the stage
was transformed. It was an exciting way to explore the combination
of live theatre and VR, and how those elements together can tell
a story that happens from many different perspectives and at many
different locations and times.
With the pandemic shifting our definitions of live performance,
I’m even more interested in the ways Extended Reality (XR)
can widen the possibilities of how live performance is performed
and experienced.

The Last Minutes Before Mars, Bochum.
Photo: JU Bochum
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2020 TOURS
All the Sex I’ve Ever Had in 2020
was such a tease.

The Last Minutes Before Mars, Bochum.
Photo: JU Bochum

We started the year off strong with two concurrent seasons of All the Sex,
one at Schauspielhaus Bochum in Bochum, Germany and one at True Colors
Festival in Tokyo, Japan. Joining us on these tours were Young Mammals,
Kathy Vuu from The Torontonians, and Pascal Ulrich from Mit Ohne Alles,
who did a fantastic job learning the ropes of our All the Sex creation process.
These seasons were to be the precursor to a packed 2020 touring schedule
in over a dozen cities.
Then, well, we all know what happened.
Unfortunately, one day before the dress rehearsal in Bochum and four days
before the dress rehearsal in Tokyo, we had to indefinitely postpone these
performances. After panicked flight rebookings back to our corners of the
world, we started the arduous process of postponing and rescheduling our
entire 2020 touring season.
Not all hope was lost! Künstlerhaus Mousonturm in Frankfurt, Germany
created a performance space to meet social-distancing regulations, allowing
us to create our first ever socially-distanced version of All the Sex I’ve Ever
Had. The show had everything: masks, a hexagonal layout, a microphone
taped to a 6ft pole. You name it!
With The Last Minutes Before Mars and All the Sex I’ve Ever Had being adapted
for the Covid-19 world, we are looking forward to leaping back onto the touring
scene with excitement and Costco sized bottles of hand sanitizer.
In early 2021, we will pivot with a proxy experiment to circumvent Japan’s
closed international borders. We will be returning to True Colors Festival with
a local on-the-ground team taking on the roles of the Mammalians, with the
Mammalians guiding the entire process from the other side of the world. It’s
a little out-of-the-box, but Japan, ever the innovators, have developed methods
for audiences to safely attend live performances, which is an opportunity
we can’t give up!
Also, right here, right now, we promise that we will return to Schauspielhaus
Bochum in 2021 as soon as audiences are able to gather. Mammalians always
finish what they start.
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THE YOUNG
MAMMALS—
DREAM BABY,
DREAM!

What started oﬀ as a Parkdale-based collective
over a decade ago now includes youth from
the UK, Germany and Italy.

Known as The Torontonians, this group of young people from the Parkdale
neighbourhood have grown up collaborating with Mammalian Diving Reflex.
Mit Ohne Alles emerged in Germany through a multi-year collaboration
with the Ruhrtriennale. Together with The Torontonians, the youth inspired
and shaped the creation of Teentalitarianism, a mini-festival of curated events
created and led by teens. Aside from creating their own independent work,
Mit Ohne Alles took on pivotal roles in our world premiere of The Last Minutes
Before Mars in Bochum, Germany.
The Tottenham upLIFTers was formed through our Artistic Director’s longterm engagement with the London International Festival of Theatre (LIFT).
In 2018, worlds collided and members of The Torontonians and Mit Ohne Alles
met the UpLIFTers to present Nightwalks with Teenagers in London, England.
The Milanese Young Mammals was formed during a presentation of
Teentalitarianism in Milan, Italy in 2018. The promise made by Mammalian to
return planted the seed and fueled the creation of The Last Minutes Before
Mars, the first of hopefully many projects with this group.
Starting as young performers and now having graduated to new roles, these
young people have the rare insight of being part of the cohort that shaped,
and continue to shape Mammalian. Here are a few of their stories…
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THE
TORONTONIANS
ISABEL

VIRGINIA

WENDELL
Isabel, Virginia and Wendell were introduced to the
company at Parkdale Public School in 2008. Years
later, they all joined The Torontonians with their
friends and created several projects such as Dare
Night, Awks Dance Party, How to Hook Up and
inspired the creation of Nightwalks with Teenagers
and Teentalitarianism. These young people have been
around the world presenting Mammalian’s project
and are continuing to step into integral roles in the
company. Virginia is now our Emerging Producer
and Operations Coordinator, Isabel is our Finance
Coordinator and signs our pay cheques, and Wendell
recently stepped into the role of Associate Artist to
support the company’s digital creations.

Teentalitarianism, Ruhrtriennale.
Photos (above and Wendell): Daniel Sadrowski
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THE
MILANESE
MAMMALS
ALBA
Alba was introduced to the company by a friend
who participated in Sex, Drugs, Criminailty as part
of Teentalitarianism in Milan and began collaborating
with Mammalian in 2019 during the development
of The Last Minutes Before Mars. Alba continues to
collaborate with Mammalian, participating in panels
about the importance of youth in arts:
“I simply think that art is culture and at the same
time culture is art. One cannot exist without the
other. I think we need to find new ways to make art
and innovate it everyday. We just need to dig in the
deepest part of where our fantasy resides.”

Teentalitarianism, Milan.
Photo: Gianluca Di Ioia
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MIT
OHNE
ALLES
DARIO
Dario was introduced to the company and Mit Ohne
Alles in 2016 through an internship at the Ruhrtriennale in Bochum, Germany. Dario participated in the
premiere of Teentalitarianism and has continued to stay
involved, participating in a number of performances
including Nightwalks with Teenagers at Nuit Blanche—
Brussels, Bespiel Mal Bochum and the premiere of
The Last Minutes Before Mars.
“Working with Mammalian not only influenced my
artistic practice, but pretty much shaped it as I started
working with them at the age of 16. It really opened
doors for me and is one of the reasons why I’m now
pursuing a profession in that field.”

Teentalitarianism, Ruhrtriennale.
Photos: Martin Steﬀen
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THE
TOTTENHAM
upLIFTers
MALIK
Malik was introduced to Mammalian in North London
when he was 12. He joined the Tottenham UpLIFTers
with his school friends and has been involved in many
workshops and projects, including escape rooms,
nightwalks and having experiences with the BBC.
Malik is currently studying for his A-Levels.
“The Covid-19 lockdown has been hard as I am
someone who goes out and socialises a lot. With art,
there are no boundaries or limits. Working with the
UpLIFTers helped with not only my creative skills but
also teamwork, leadership and communication skills,
which are very important in life.”

Nightwalks with Teenagers, London.
Photos: Jalaikon (Carô Gervay)
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The World is a Wedding,
Shetland Islands.
Photo: Dave Donaldson

COLLABORATOR
NETWORK
For many years, Mammalian Diving Reflex
has been flirting with what we like to
call a ‘distributed touring model’.

We have a network of Mammalian collaborators stationed throughout the world who have been working with us both on tours
and during the development of new works. On tours in the past,
we brought together collaborators from all over so that each
project we create is formed with a patchwork of unique cultures
and voices.
With international borders being restricted to a level not seen in
our lifetimes, we are still able to rely on our collaborators in Europe,
Asia, Australia and North America to create and deliver our work
within their own specific region of the world.
Here are profiles on a few of our special collaborators…
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MELIKA
RAMIC
Vienna, Austria

I’m Melika and I was born in Bosnia and my family
immigrated to Austria when I was eight. I first
discovered Mammalian in the 2017 Wiener Festwochen
festival brochure, where they were presenting both
Haircuts by Children and All the Sex I’ve Ever Had.
I fell in love with the projects and asked if I could do
an internship with them. The next stop was Ljubljana
as a co-writer and I have collaborated with Mammalian
ever since.
It changed my perspective on art. My focus shifted
to projects that are more in the field of sociallyengaged art and social sculpture and I work with other
companies in Vienna doing my own artistic projects.
I find that Mammalian’s flexible touring model
increases cultural understanding and knowledge,
opening all of us to other perspectives and methods
from all over the world. Art asks questions and gives
new answers. Art provides space to experiment,
to meet, to explore.

Haircuts by Children, Gold Coast.
Photo: Melika Ramic
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JACK
TULLY
Glasgow, Scotland

I’m Jack and I was born in London, but I now live
and work in Glasgow. I got involved in Mammalian
through a placement with the National Theatre
of Scotland in Unst, Shetland to produce The World
is a Wedding. It was a baptism of fire, living and
working so closely together. I loved it.
Most of my work is with children and young people
but this opened my eyes to brand new ways of making
and working. What is so exciting about these projects
is that each element becomes so reflective of and
responsive to the young people involved.
I felt empowered to make decisions and felt like I had a
real and active stake in what we were creating; despite
being there as a young person and on placement, I felt
like I was on an equal playing field as all involved.

Teentalitarianism, Terni.
Photos: Luna Cesari
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YOYO
KUNG
Taipei, Taiwan

I’m Yoyo and I am an independent producer and director of
performance ensemble Prototype Paradise based in Taiwan.
I first met Darren in Hong Kong in 2015 and in 2017, I invited
Mammalian to Taiwan to give two kinds of workshops; one to
managers and the other one to artists. We have a similar mindset
and similar faith. The workshops were full of vibrant energy
and boundary-pushing thinking.
I find that in Taiwan, artists don’t have much power to influence
society and culture, but I think the existence of a bunch of peculiar
people called artists is still a good sign of the multi-value and
tolerance of the society. The art works and projects really need
to involve many non-art people, instead of presenting brilliant art
works only in elite galleries or fine art museums or theatre venues.

Behind the scenes at All the Sex I’ve Ever Had, Taipei.
Photos: Darren O’Donnell
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EVERYTHING
HAS
DISAPPEARED
Although there was a dip in our touring,
the upside was that we have been able to dive
straight into the development of Everything Has
Disappeared, which is a new multi-disciplinary
socially-engaged theatre project.

The gist is this, Everything Has Disappeared tells the story of a
mysterious and horrific supernatural event in which every single
Filipino person in the entire world suddenly vanishes, and chronicles the short and long-term consequences of the disappearance
of this crucial globalized workforce. Using video illustrations and
local stories to present the impact of the disappearance, Everything
Has Disappeared is both a horrific science fiction story, and a
celebration of the enormous (and often overlooked) contribution
of Filipino migrant labour to the global economy.
Since 2018, we have been working on this project with long-time
Mammalian Collaborator, Hazel Venzon and in 2020, we were
awarded funding from the National Arts Centre’s National Creation
Fund, which will fast track the research, development and creation phases of this project for a premiere at The Prairie Theatre
Exchange in 2022.

Prototype 360° video illustration from the technical workshops: David Oro
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HAZEL
VENZON
Co-creator

As a theatre maker, I often make work about my
Filipino heritage, globalism, migration and family
separation, so I am curious about what has happened
before me and what continues to happen.
While in the Philippines in 2018, I sat with a bunch of
human geographers and scholars who would give us
insight on how we could make the show. Throughout
the world, someone will always have a relationship
with Filipinos because we are everywhere and we are
usually serving others. We acknowledged the sacrifices
an individual has to make to be able to be of service to
more privileged people.
There’s just not enough theatre work out there to really
anchor Filipino stories. This is not about a particular
person’s story, this is about Filipino’s effect and culture
on the fabric of the world.

Everything Has Disappeared research
and development in The Philippines.
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DIGITAL
DIVERS
With face-to-face interaction being paused,
many questions were raised: how can we engage
with communities digitally to create social practice
work? How can we generate meaningful relationships
when we cannot be face-to-face? Can face-to-face
connection even be replicated digitally?

We quickly began looking at how to adapt our already-existing work to
digital formats, leading to the creation of the Digital Divers: Kanon Hewitt,
Anthony Tran, Wendell Williams and Virginia Antonipillai.
The Digital Divers met regularly to brainstorm how to deliver something
interesting and engaging through the web. They sought out immersive
experiences offered by other artists to figure out what interested them. After
their research, it was time for the team to prototype. The team came up with
Netwalks with Teenagers, where they worked with three youth, Tara Luding,
Valentine Rose and Etianne Barham to give them the inside scoop on how
they spend time on their devices, whether it be practicing the latest dance
trends on Tik Tok or following gamers on Twitch and YouTube.
After more planning and deliberation, Anthony had talked to the team about
a pressing issue in his personal life that needed a second opinion. They all
thought, ‘who better to come up with a resolution than the youth themselves?’
Thus, Kids Kourt was born!
Two audience members present a quasi-serious issue and whatever the
kids decide is what the two have to adhere to. In true Mammalian fashion,
the kids act as judges and ultimately decide the outcome. After a successful
prototype, the team went to hash out the logistics of the project.
While the Divers faced some hurdles with awful Internet connection and
infamous Zoom lag, they’re excited to keep exploring the digital world.
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DIGITAL
INTIMACY
How can we build intimacy and trust
if we can’t be near each other?

In tandem with the Digital Diver’s looking at how to replicate our processes
and projects on online platforms, we also dug deeper into the core question
of how to build intimacy remotely and digitally. Much of our work is predicated
on genuine relationships with local communities which we develop over time
by playing games, talking, and sharing meals. But how can we build intimacy
and trust that is the foundation of the work if we can’t be near each other?
And then there’s the actual audience experience. We ask our audience to get
up close and personal by getting their haircut by a 10 year old, holding hands
with strangers for a game of human snake, or eating, dancing, and secret
sharing—any number of things! How can we replicate the intimate immersion
of the audience interacting with a local community that remains accessible
and joyful and true to our work?
In response to all these questions, we developed a Digital Intimacy Research
Project. Knowing that there is strength in numbers, we joined forces with
four Canadian artistic partners who have intimacy, participation, and/or
social-engagement at the core of their practice; Mia & Eric, Swallow-a-Bicycle,
Patrick Blenkarn & Milton Lim, and Big Rock Candy Mountain. Together we
are researching and exploring methods to develop socially-engaged work in
a digital setting. We’re asking big questions around methodology, access, and
platforms to help us develop work that still forefronts the intimacy of process,
relationships, and the sharing of space.
We received a Digital Literacy grant from the Canada Council for the Arts’
Digital Strategy Fund, which allowed us to form these partnerships, while
also receiving consultation from digital and immersive performance makers
Toasterlab (Canada) and Exit Productions Limited (UK).

The Last Minutes Before Mars, Bochum
(360° video still)
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FINANCIAL
			
REPORT
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FINANCIAL
VISION & GOALS
We love playing the long game.

As we were entering 2020, our long-term financial
goals were to work towards decreasing our reliance
on touring grant revenue to 29%, sustain our artist fee
revenue at 40% and increase our corporate and private
fundraising and individual donation revenue from 1% of
total revenue to 10%.
As with almost every single company on the planet in
2020, our financials went a bit haywire as we had to
restructure and deal with the collapse and rebuilding
of our international touring model. The financial report
relates to our most recent fiscal year, August 2019 –
July 2020. The impact of Covid-19 and the results in
our mitigation efforts will be more pronounced in the
following fiscal year, and we are confident in our ability
to weather this financial storm.
With a moderate 3% reduction in our reliance on touring grant revenue and a 1% increase in corporate and
private fundraising, we hope to continue our pursuit of
these financial goals in the following fiscal year.

x
Photo: x

All the Sex I’ve Ever Had, Frankfurt
Photo: Jörg Baumann
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THANKS MATES
All the Sex I’ve Ever Had, Frankfurt.
Photo: Jörg Baumann

We’d like to say a lovely big thank you from the bottom
of our Mammalian hearts to the following Government
Supporters, Foundations and Private Donors for their
support during this particularly hard slog of a year:
MAMMAL LOVERS

An agency of the Government of Ontario
Un organisme du gouvernement de l’Ontario

Alana Wilcox
Alex Mazer
Alice Fleming
Andrea Nann
Anna Gallagher-Ross
Anna Zalik
Anthony Tran
Anupa Perera
Barbara Fischer
Cassie Barker
Christian Ziegler
Cindy Wan
Craig & Clarissa Lewis
Dev Aujla
David Danzon
Dylan Reid
Eileen Sommerman
Eva Verity
Gabe
Isabel Ahat
Isorine Marc
Joseph B Wilson
Karen Miranda Augustine
Kate Monro

Kelly O’Donnell
Kiera O’Brien
Krys Verrall
Lianne O’Donnell
Loretta Chang
Malik Caba
Margaret Zeidler
Margaux Williamson
Maria Carneiro
Marian Eagen
Mayuran Ganesathas
Melissa Tsang
Michael McNally
Michael Shamata
Morag Morrison
Myles Kitagawa
Naomi Campbell
Nirmala Basnayake
Philip Dyke
Ryan Lewis
Sonya Popovich
Tenzin Chozin
Troy O’Donnell
Anonymous x4

BECOME A MAMMAL LOVER

We appreciate that this year has been challenging for many, many people
and we understand that pockets are a bit tight right now; but if you are
willing, able and would like to support Mammalian Diving Reflex, you can
donate securely online at mammalian.ca/support-us, via the QR code or
send a cheque to our address on the back of this review.
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THE MAMMALIANS
OUR STAFF

BOARD

ASSOCIATES & YOUNG MAMMALS

Darren O’Donnell
Artistic Director

Anthony Tran
President

Alice Fleming
Strategic Advisor

Anupa Perera
Secretary

Isabel Ahat
Financial Coordinator

Alana Wilcox
HR Representative
& Nominations
Representative

Ahash Jeevakanthan
Almut Mölk
Andrada Ciccotto
Annalise Prodor
Cathrin Rose
Chiara Prodi
Chozin Tenzin
Christian Horoszczak
Christian Ziegler
Christopher Rocholl
Craig McCorquodale
Dario Scheffler
Dorothee Trachternach
Eeske Hahn
Elisa Fasiello
Emma Rose
Etienne Barham
Fi Nicholson
Fjoralba Qerimaj
Genesis De León
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The Last Minutes Before Mars, Bochum.
Photo: JR Bochum
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